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Introduction & Acknowledgements
Designing a strategic digital approach can help keep your clients informed, engaged and help
your organization achieve its client service goals. This resource will provide you with
information, resources and ideas to help answer these questions in your organization:
●
●
●

What type of online services, tools, or channels should I offer to attract new clients? How
can we enhance service to current clients using technology?
How do I make a pitch to use technology in my agency?
What types of policies, procedures, guidelines, or protocols do we need?

This resource was developed for the Community Integration Network (CIN). In collaboration with
Community Connections service providers, CIN develops standards, tools and resources that
support the effective delivery of services. The network includes Community Connections
programs and activities, Settlement Workers in Schools (SWIS) and Library Settlement
Partnerships (LSP). CIN is a program of Catholic Centre for Immigrants (CCI) Ottawa with
funding from Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship Canada (IRCC).
Created by Marco Campana, this is a living document. It will be updated as needed. The Google
Doc version is available for anyone with the link to comment on and suggest edits and new
resources. It is shared under under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercialShareAlike 4.0 International (CC BY-NC-SA 4.0) (essentially, you can use, share, adapt, remix it
(but not charge for access to it) as long as you share what you create under the same copyright
license).
Last updated: January 13, 2021
● Updated information about WhatsApp changes to its privacy terms
June 19, 2020
● Updated information about Zoom encryption.
June 9, 2020
● Added link to Guide to Secure Group Chat and Conferencing Tools and updated
information about Zoom encryption
May 5, 2020
● On April 27th Zoom upgraded to version 5.0 with additional security enhancements. If
you haven’t already, upgrade your Zoom software.
April 20, 2020
● Scheduling meetings website When2Meet added.
April 17, 2020
● Project management tool Clickup.com added

April 6, 2020
● Removed Zoom healthcare from list of secure platforms (currently unsure of their
HIPAA/PIPEDA compliance)
April 3, 2020:
● additional information about privacy/security, and a couple of related sections moved to
give them more prominence earlier in the document
● Niagara Folk Arts Multicultural Centre (NFAMC) policies added

A Note on Security and Privacy
Many of us in the sector, like many teachers, professors, businesses and others around the
world have started to use Zoom.
There is a new story coming out about Zoom security and privacy issues almost every day. For
example, it turns out their claims that Zoom was end-to-end encrypted were "exaggerated." As
Zoom gets used more, it is suddenly getting more scrutiny from tech security and privacy
experts. The upside of that is that the issues are now widely known, and the company has
committed to fixing them.
"Can I still use Zoom? Yes - as long as you exercise some caution. If you’re hosting a Zoom
meeting, you’ll need to watch out for a few things."
On April 27th Zoom upgraded to version 5.0 with additional security enhancements. If you
haven’t already, upgrade your Zoom software.
As of May 30, Zoom is encrypted-ish. It is important to note that end-to-end encryption is only
available to paying customers on Zoom Pro and higher. A lesser standard of encryption is
available to free account users. Conversations are ongoing, “but for now, assume that the free
version of Zoom will not support end-to-end encryption.”
Aaaaaand, encryption is back. According to June 17th blog post, Zoom “will be offering end-toend encryption for all of users – free and paid – as an advanced feature at no additional
charge.”
Zoom is an ongoing lesson in keeping up to date with how the technology you use changes,
including terms of service, privacy, etc.
None of the resources on the list below offer absolute security and this is why it is essential for
people to stay aware of news, updates, and information directly from the tech providers about
the tools they use. Be knowledgeable about your tools and what purpose they serve in your
work. Let your clients know as well. For example, it's time to dive into your Zoom settings to
learn how to keep uninvited guests out of your zoom event.

The reality is that the many of the most popular tools are not always the most secure. Currently,
WhatsApp, which is very popular in our sector, is a notable exception.
There are a number of encrypted messaging apps that allow you to not only send text
messages, but also make audio and video calls with your clients (also useful: Guide to Secure
Group Chat and Conferencing Tools). WhatsApp is on this list, along with many others. I
strongly recommend that you use Signal, which is the strongest, most secure messaging app on
the market. However, the challenge is always to move you, your colleagues, and your clients
over to an app that they are not already using, and it does require sharing your phone number.
For that reason, you are likely to continue to use tools that may not have the privacy and
security you need for some client interactions. Get to know the tools you use, stay on top of
information about them and how they might be changing.
For example, do you have a process in place to shift a conversation from a potentially insecure
platform to a secure one when you need to?
If you’re using WhatsApp groups with clients, do you know that group members can see each
other’s contact information? Did you know you can create WhatsApp broadcast lists instead?
These are not just technical questions, but also process and digital literacy questions that you
must understand before using digital tools to serve your clients, even if the tools are encrypted
and secure. Educate yourselves, and your clients.
This image from Guide to Secure Group Chat and Conferencing Tools is not perfect (for
example, you can use audio and video on Signal), but provides a useful decision-making
process with good questions you should be asking about encryption:

As a lesson to keep on top of the tools you use, on January 6, 2021 WhatsApp updated its
privacy terms. It has concerned privacy advocates. Should you stop using WhatsApp?
According to Forbes, “In a new FAQ page on its website, WhatsApp has responded to the
widespread criticism surrounding its privacy policy update, which comes into force on February
8. The updated terms, which users are being informed of via an in-app update, require that
users agree to share personal data, including their phone number, with WhatsApp’s parent
company Facebook.
However, WhatsApp has now clarified that the privacy policy has nothing to do with consumer
chats or profile data, and is instead related to businesses using the service for customer service
purposes.”
The question you might be asking yourself is, can I trust WhatsApp (which really means, can
you trust Facebook?)?
Here’s an infographic WhatsApp has published:

Privacy advocates, some who were concerned when Facebook bought WhatsApp that privacy
would eventually be eroded, are wary. You must make your own choices, so if you’re using
WhatsApp for confidential communication, take the time to determine if the changes WhatsApp
is making have a negative impact on you and how you use it.

Online Privacy and Security - resources and learning
Protecting your and your clients’ privacy is essential. Moving information, conversations, service
online means that you need to become very aware of the tools you’re using and privacy,
security, confidentiality. That means understanding encryption.

Here are some useful starting points, to help you better understand and prepare to be secure
online. They include information that you can share with your clients as well.
Net Alert
This site translates new research on privacy and security into clear messages that explain how
online threats work and what you can do about them. Among other resources, the site includes
Secure accounts - a set of resources to help communicate why securing your digital accounts is
important, and easy tips for keeping your accounts safe. Information here is available in English,
French, Arabic, Simplified Chinese, Traditional Chinese, Spanish, and Tibetan.
Security in-a-Box - Digital Security Tools and Tactics
The Tactics Guides in this toolkit cover basic principles, including advice on how to use social
media and mobile phones more safely. The Tool Guides offer step-by-step instructions to help
you install, configure and use some essential digital security software and services.
The Community Toolkits focus on specific groups of people — sometimes in specific regions —
who face significant digital security threats. They include tailored advice on tools and tactics that
are relevant to the needs of these particular groups.
Security Planner
Answer a few simple questions to get personalized online safety recommendations. It is
confidential - no personal information is stored and they say they won't access any of your
online accounts (Citizen Lab is a trust Canadian source. They also created the Net Alert
site/resources above).
Deep Dive: cybersecurity and encryption
A collection of useful articles, guides, and digital security practices for non-profit organizations.
Guide to Secure Group Chat and Conferencing Tools
Which communication platform or tool is best to use? Which is the most secure for holding
sensitive internal meetings? Which will have adequate features for online training sessions or
remote courses without compromising the privacy and security of participants? Includes a great
list of questions to ask/criteria when selecting secure tools or platforms.
Remote Work and Personal Safety
If you’ve got a bit of technical know-how or are connected to people are do, this is an excellent
list of resources and tips tips about working from home and ensuring privacy and security.

Be Strategic
Why Strategy Matters
●

Too often digital/communications projects are treated as tech projects

●
●
●
●
●

Digital goals must grow from your organization's strategic goals, service approach, &
knowing your clients
Use a collaborative approach rather than a solo consulting approach (i.e. Make it
important for everyone)
Everyone is on the same page
You know your audience and they're top of mind
You'll have a clear idea of both challenges & opportunities

Key Principles for Digital work
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

No loss of human service interaction with clients
Minimal increase in workload for staff; instead, a change in how we do our work with
some of our clients
Digital services must complement existing services
Digital work must contribute to meeting client service targets
This is not for all clients
Privacy and confidentiality are essential
Maintaining a high level of client-centric service focus

Five Good Ideas for Digital Work
1. Digital service is still client service. The language may be different online, but the
principles are the same.
2. Connect and integrate your digital work with your offline work.
3. Isolate technology from conversation. Don’t let the technology become the conversation.
4. Your digital service experiences will evolve, be prepared to evolve with them.
5. Don’t just innovate, participate. Go to where your audience already is, join them, engage
them, use the technology that’s already working for them.
Watch this presentation for more information about these ideas.

Start with your organization, your staff, your clients
Like anything new, start with the people who will be implementing or impacted by your digital
transformation. The Spiral Model reminds us that “it is important always to assume that the
people in the group know best what their community needs and how to provide it.”

Here’s a flow, with slight modifications for digital transformation (I’ve added an extra step):
1. Start with people’s experience: Clients, Staff
2. Look for patterns
3. Identify resources (add new information and theory)
a. What you have
b. What you need
4. Strategize, build capacity (practice skills, strategize & plan for action)
5. Implement & Learn (apply in action)
6. Reflect and repeat

Tactics and Tools
The reality is that we tend to jump to technology before strategy. I recommend starting with what
you do and thinking about what that might look like digitally, or online.

Replicating online what you do in person
●
●

What are you great at, that you can build on?
What do you think is unique or effective about your organization's work that you’d like to
see translated or extended into how you work online?

●
●

What do you want to do and what technology tool, or suite of tools, can best support you
to do that?
How does each tool protect your and your clients’ security, privacy, and confidentiality?

What you do offline/in person

Online tools to do it remotely

Settlement counselling, client service, oneon-one interactions

Email & Phone, Digital Instant Messaging,
Mailing lists, Texting, Video chat, Schedule
meetings, Webinars, Secure platforms for
client service

Group work (workshops, courses, classes)

Video chat, group discussions, Webinars,
Online courses, Secure platforms for client
service

Needs Assessment

Email & Phone, Surveys, Forms, Digital
Instant Messaging, Video chat, Secure
platforms for client service

Information sharing

Email & Phone, Screencasts, Slides and
Presentations, Video hosting, Video chat,
group discussions, Webinars, Secure
platforms for client service, Texting from your
computer

Orientation, Referrals and Community
Connections

Email & Phone, Screencasts, Slides and
Presentations, Video hosting, Video chat,
group discussions, Webinars, Secure
platforms for client service, Texting from your
computer

Team collaboration

Email & Phone, File/document sharing, Group
Discussion, Digital Instant Messaging, Video
chat, Webinars, Scheduling meetings, Team
Collaborating/Project management,
Whiteboards, Collaborative writing/documents
(online office), Secure platforms for client
service

Secure platforms for client service
HIPAA is a U.S. law that covers how organizations use and protect individually-identifiable
health information or the PHI (Personal Health Information) of a client. It establishes standards
for the protection of an individual's health information. Similar Canadian privacy and PHI
protection laws are Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act (PIPEDA),
PIPA, FIPPA, ATIPPA. Because many services are U.S.-based, you’ll see references to HIPAA

often. Here are some client service platforms (typically created for telemedicine/telehealth) that
might be of interest if you are looking to serve clients online.
If you’re going down this path, I recommend listening to this interview with Lawrence Murphy, a
pioneer in cyber counselling in Canada. Together, we explore the foundations of cyber
counselling, what an organization really needs to think about before moving into this space, why
it’s just as effective for clients (but, not all clients), and some future trends in online
counselling/services.
Many of use use cloud storage services like Dropbox, OneDrive, or Box.net. You need to also
think about where your client data or sensitive documents are stored and how that service
complies with Canadian privacy laws. Canadian cloud storage service Sync.com provides a
useful overview of what you need to know.
Here are some telehealth/telemedicine platforms that the U.S. National Association of Social
Workers - Massachusetts Chapter has indicated are HIPAA-compliant (always, always read
their policies carefully). Bonus, of course, if they also mention they are PIPEDA compliant:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

https://oncallhealth.us/ (Canadian)
doxy.me
www.vsee.com
www.simplepractice.com/telehealth
www.vidyo.com
www.polycom.com
www.securevideo.com
https://www.regrouptherapy.com/
https://www.wecounsel.com/
https://www.thera-link.com/

Email & Phone
Email and phones are your main tools (including smartphones). Let’s talk about email. If you’re
sharing or being sent private information, understanding how best to send it securely is
important.
●
●

Encrypt email messages with Outlook
5 Best Secure Email Services for 2020

Digital Instant Messaging
If you’re going to use digital instant messaging to communicate with clients, be sure you know
how secure the tool is, and communicate that with clients:
●

Signal

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

WhatsApp
WhatsApp for Business (use this!)
Wire
Telegram
Google Hangouts
Facebook Messenger
Viber
WeChat

Texting from your computer
You can text from individual phones, but there are also services that allow you to send text/SMS
messages to individual or groups of clients from your computer.
●

●

●
●

Newcomer.Info Text Messaging Tool - A mass text-messaging tool purpose built by
ISSofBC for rapid, real-time and relevant information sharing with refugee and immigrant
newcomers.
TalkingPoints - A messaging application for schools and districts to engage all families
through translated messages. Meant for schools and teachers, it could be adopted in
your agency. Educators message families with TalkingPoints web or mobile app.
Families receive messages (via text message or mobile app) in their home language.
Red Oxygen - free trial, Paid versions available - Send and receive messages from your
computer. You can send messages via a browser or directly from email.
Textfree from Pinger - Get a free account, choose a phone number and text from and
App or a website.

Mailing Lists
Mailing lists can be used to reach out to people and send regular updates using email. You can
create broadcast (1-way) mail lists, or discussion (2-way, many-to-many) mail lists.
●
●
●
●
●
●

MailChimp - has a free tier, but larger lists are more expensive [Instructions: video,
video] Mailchimp offers a 15% discount to nonprofits and charities.
SendInBlue - free tier up to 300 emails a day [Instructions: video]
MailerLite - 12K emails per month on free tier [Instructions: video]
phpList - send up to 300 emails for free with cloud service
○ (*) can be installed using cPanel on your hosted website
Google Groups. Can be used as a mailing list (see Group Discussion, below).
(*) MailPoet - plugin for WordPress-powered sites with email designer (free up to 1,000
subscribers)

Slides and Presentations
Slides can be used to quickly share presentations or information that can be reshared,
embedded on websites, or downloaded. They can be used as a means of presenting visual
content and tend to be easier to create than infographics and other visuals.
●
●
●
●
●
●

SlideShare - upload and share slide shows, PDFs
Google Slides - part of Google Docs; cloud-based slide hosting
Slides.com - cloud editor plus slides hosting
Zoho Show - online slide editor, allows collaborative editing
Emaze - automated generation, visual effects
Prezi - dynamic/non-linear presentations, could customize templates (free or premium
versions)

Group Discussion
Group discussions should be facilitated and moderated. It’s useful to establish group guidelines
or norms, just as you might in a group project, workshop, or course.
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Google Groups
Groups.io
Facebook with social learning groups
Rocketchat
Discord -- mobile & desktop app (requires download) - voice and text chat. Instructions.
Slack - Group chat - free with paid features. Slack offers free and discounted plan
upgrades for nonprofits.
Hubub - enables threaded discussions that are anchored to points in video. Discussions
can be open (broadcast to twitter) or closed. Free and paid plans, GDPR compliant.
Digital messaging groups - WhatsApp, Signal, Telegram, etc.

Video chat
●

●

●

●

Zoom - Basic version is free (40 min) TechSoup Canada has a software donation@
$90/year Paid versions available - A video and audio conferencing platform for online
meetings. Staff can participate from mobile devices and laptop or desktop computers.
Google Hangouts - Google App allowing personal Gmail users to chat, hold video
meetings, share screen and make phone calls. Note that all users have to have a Gmail
account and be signed in to participate.
Google Meet - Available to Google for Non-Profit, Education and Business account
users. Allows for easy-to-join video calls, chat and screen sharing tools. Host has to
have a Google account but anyone can join via a link (no need to sign into Google
account). Google for Non-Profit is FREE for nonprofit organizations. Apply via Tech
Soup Canada.
Skype - Talk, chat and collaborate using the mobile or desktop version. Available for
Windows, Mac OS X and Linux.

●

●
●
●

Skype for Business/Microsoft Teams - Teams combines instant messaging, video
conferencing, calling, and document collaboration into a single, integrated app – and
enables exciting new ways of working.
Jitsi — free, secure, and open source video conferencing with collaboration functionality,
video directly in browser, no downloads
Whereby - video directly in browser, no downloads
Discord - mobile & desktop app (requires download) - voice and text chat.

Forms and Surveys
Collect feedback with forms and surveys. Some, like Survey Monkey, are an all-in-one service,
while Google Docs requires that you create a spreadsheet to hold the responses, then a form to
present the questions.
●
●
●

Google Forms (connect each form to a Google Sheet, a spreadsheet that contains the
responses)
Survey Monkey - make sure to get the free plan (they hide it pretty well)
Zoho Survey - free tier limited to 100 responses

Scheduling Meetings
These tools can provide a quick way to find the best time slot for groups to meet online, without
the need for back and forth emails or messages.
●
●
●

Doodle -- https://doodle.com/en_GB/
Calendly -- https://calendly.com/
When2Meet -https://www.when2meet.com/

Video Conferencing
For person-to-person or small group conversations, video conferencing offers a rich experience.
Some plans allow you to record and save the meeting. For larger groups, you will need
videocasting.
Three of the most popular video-conferencing options for teachers and schools include:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Zoom — software designed exclusively for video conferencing. Webinar functionality is a
paid add-on, allows for breakout rooms
GoTo Meeting - individual or group video meetings
Google Hangouts Meet— the evolved version of classic Hangouts that’s part of G Suite [Instructions: video]
Microsoft Teams — communication and collaboration platform that’s part of Office 365
Big Blue Button -- open source conferencing tool, integrates with Moodle - [instructions]
Jitsi — free, secure, and open source video conferencing with collaboration functionality,
video directly in browser, no downloads
Whereby - video directly in browser, no downloads

●
●
●

Skype - one-to-one video conferencing
Cisco Webex Personal Account (Unlimited Usage, 100 Participants, limited countries,
Covid outbreak special only)
Bluejeans - secure video conferencing

Ask yourself, is video what you actually need for this meeting?

Source: Videoconferencing Alternatives: How Low-Bandwidth Teaching Will Save Us All

Screencasts
Sometimes you just need to show someone how to do something online. These are great tools
to make quick videos, with or without narration where you can record yourself doing something
online and share the video.
●
●
●
●

Screencast-O-Matic - Create and share high-quality screencasts without breaking the
bank
Camtasia & Snag It - software, services, and apps to help you capture your screen,
create visuals, and make videos.
Loom Pro - Create videos and audio for instantly shareable media.
Edpuzzle - A free tool that integrates with YouTube and allows you to embed analytical
questions w/in their video content. Students can’t advance the video w/out answering the
question.

●
●
●
●

Comprehensive list of Websites and Apps for Making Videos and Animation from
Zoom - record videoconferences
Twitch - most often used to record games, but is a general purpose tool
Common Sense Media - From slideshows and stop-motion animation to short films and
remixes, video-making is a tried-and-true way to get kids engaged in building,
demonstrating, and sharing knowledge.

Video Hosting
You may be creating screencasts, or short how-to videos, or quick multilingual videos from your
phone. Here is where to host them. From here, you can share the videos, as well as embed
them into a website.
●
●

YouTube - upload and share videos
Vimeo - free tier called ‘Vimeo Basic’

Classes/Courses
A Learning Management System (LMS) allows you to create facilitated or self-directed courses.
Open to everyone, or by registration/password. This is where you would do your asynchronous
(not real-time) teaching. You might combine it with synchronous (real-time) resources like video
chats, webinars, etc.
●

●
●

●

Google Classroom- Google application allowing users to set up courses and enroll
students. Instructors can share links, videos and assignments. Students can submit
assignments directly through Classroom. Assignments can be graded. Comes with
personal Gmail account and is also available as part of Google for Non-Profits and
education accounts. Both instructor and students will need to have Gmail accounts to
access the courses.
Canvas - A learning platform that allows users to create courses and manage students
progress. Free for Teachers.
Moodle - Open source learning platform. Users can choose from cloud-hosted option
called MoodleCloud or set up their own system (free to install but site hosting and
administration costs need to be considered). Moodle Workplace option is also available.
Free Moodle App can be used to access the courses via mobile devices.
Brightspace - Learning Management System developed by Desire2Learn and often used
by school boards and post secondary institutions. The cost is often prohibitive but some
organizations connected to school boards and post secondary institutions are able to get
access.

Cloud Storage
Cloud storage is useful if you have files you want to access from multiple computers, or if you
have files you want to share with other people. These are especially useful to share large files,
or share files securely (i.e. not through email).
●
●
●
●
●

Sync.com - Canadian, similar to Dropbox, makes it easy to store, share and access
your files (first 5GB are free)
Google Drive
DropBox
Box.com
OneDrive - Microsoft's cloud storage tool

Team/Project Management Collaborating
Your team will want ways to connect other than email. You can use many of the tools above to
do that collaborating, but you may also want a digital homebase to track and manage your team
or organization’s work.
●
●

●
●

Microsoft Teams (free basic account) - Microsoft Office users can invite everyone they
work with to chat, meet, call, and collaborate all in one place, no matter where they are.
Slack - A collaboration hub that can replace email to help you and your team work
together seamlessly. It’s designed to support the way people naturally work together, so
you can collaborate with people online as efficiently as you do face-to-face. A Slack
workspace is made up of channels, where team members can communicate and work
together. Available as an APP and a website platform. Slack offers free and discounted
plan upgrades for nonprofits.
Google Groups
Discord - mobile & desktop app (requires download) - voice and text chat.

Project Management/collaboration
●
●
●
●
●

Asana - track team progress
Basecamp - project management and internal communication
Trello - collaboratively organize projects with lists
Teamwork - work and project management tool
Clickup - project management tool

WhiteBoards
A digital whiteboard is a free-form drawing tool, just like a whiteboard. They can be used with
screencast videos, or used as a group activity for brainstorming or just drawing things.
●
●
●

Miro - An online collaborative whiteboarding platform.
Limnu - sketch, share and collaborate with others
InVision - free-form design tools, free tier, a few extra steps to get started

●
●

StormBoard - sticky note tool; each sticky note can become a whiteboard. Free for
educators until June, 2020
Awwapp.com - Free, synchronous multi-user whiteboard in HTML.

Collaborative Writing/documents
Instead of sending documents back and forth, you can collaborate, edit, comment and discuss a
document online.
●
●

●
●
●
●
●

Google Docs -- click the ‘Share’ button to share
○ Video Instructions - Click Here
Riseup Pad - for agendas, taking notes, and drafting blog posts. They don’t save
indefinitely, so this isn’t for storage, but can keep sensitive information safe. There’s no
account needed, only a web browser.
(*) MediaWiki - just like Wikipedia, create web pages collaboratively
Nextcloud -- has built-in collaborative document editor, calendars, and file storage
CryptPad -- a privacy-by-design collaborative document
CoCalc -- collaborative calculations and writing in LaTeX, Jupyter; freemium model
Overleaf -- collaborative LaTeX editor

Password Management
Manage passwords and website logins.
●
●

LastPass
1Password

Other Technology Guides
●
●
●
●
●
●

Creating an Online Class or Conference - Quick Tech Guide
Covid-19 Nonprofit & Philanthropy Resources
Teaching Online Resources
Remote Work Resources for Government of Canada Workers
Community at Work: Online Collaboration Tools
#SWCOVID19 Crowd Sourced Social Work Education Resources related to managing
COVID-19 disruptions

Decision-making, Frameworks and Policies
Making the digital transformation pitch
Digital transformation is:

●

●

●

the process of using digital technologies to create new — or modify existing — business
processes, culture, and customer experiences to meet changing business and market
requirements. SalesForce
the profound transformation of business and organizational activities, processes,
competencies and models to fully leverage the changes and opportunities of a mix of
digital technologies and their accelerating impact across society in a strategic and
prioritized way, with present and future shifts in mind. I-Scoop
a radical rethinking of how an organization uses technology, people and processes to
fundamentally change business performance. George Westerman, MIT research
scientist and author of Leading Digital: Turning Technology Into Business
Transformation

Transformation and innovation can be intimidating. Innovation can be simply defined as
developing something genuinely new. Iteration can be simply defined as refining what works to
make it work even better, more accessible, efficient and effective.
As you move forward, start by thinking about how you might iterate. A good example is digital
instant messaging, such as SMS/texting, WhatsApp, or Facebook Messenger. You use digital
instant messaging to provide services in a way you email, phone or work face-to-face with
clients - conveying quick information in a timely way. For the most part, digital messaging is
being used as an additional tool and service delivery channel, complementing other service
access points or channels for clients.
But when front-line practitioners sometimes propose new technology use, organizations don’t
have the decision-making in place, nor the policies, practices, guidance, protocols or processes.
Managers just say no. The next two sections identify one approach to make a technology pitch,
along with policies that organizations need to put in place to make it all work.

The Nonprofit Service Canvas

In many nonprofits, front line workers know what they need to provide the service their clients
need. “Making the case” isn’t always obvious in their organization. Likewise, managers get new
ideas from their staff, but aren’t sure how to evaluate them fully to bring them up the decisionmaking hierarchy. This is especially true when it comes to technology-related ideas.

The Nonprofit Service Canvas is a quick and easy, but comprehensive, way to capture your
project idea. It’s useful for both front line workers and organization managers/leaders. The goal
is to sketch or snapshot the baseline of your current thinking. Perfection is not the goal.
The Nonprofit Service Canvas web page includes a video and script introducing and outlining
how to use the Nonprofit Service Canvas, along with a blank Canvas template and an example
of a completed Canvas. The video will show you how to quickly and easily create your proposal
canvas. The canvas is broken into a matrix of sections that will be explained as you go. You will
be prompted to pause the video to complete a particular section.
You can follow the script, or listen to the video as you complete your canvas. You can work on
your own, interview a colleague about their idea, or create a group discussion about the idea.
Completing the canvas can take between 20 - 45 minutes.

Policies, Protocols, Guidelines
Download a repository of useful policies, protocols, and guidelines.
Documents in this repository include:
YMCA-YWCA of the National Capital Region
●
●
●

Sample newcomer services privacy & security guidelines
Smart phone ACCEPTABLE USE guidelines – draft sample guidelines
Safety Privacy Guideline for clients – mobile apps for service

North York Community House (policies include technology but also other relevant policies your
organization should have in place)
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

NYCH technology and electronic media protocols 2018
Information Technology and Electronic Media 2017
Code of Conduct 2017
Confidentiality and Intellectual Property 2017
NYCH-Accessibility+&+Accessible+Client+Service+Plan
Internal Complaints 2017
NYCH-External+Complaints
NYCH+External+Complaint+Form
Onboarding, Training and Development 2017
Risk+Management+2017
Workplace Anti-Harassment & Anti-Discrimination 2017
Anti-Oppression 2017
Health and Safety 2017

Niagara Folk Arts Multicultural Centre (NFAMC)
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

NFAMC anti-racism policy
NFAMC conduct and discipline progressive discipline policy
NFAMC Human Rights and Anti Harassment Policy
NFAMC Work from Home Policy
NFAMC Guidelines for the use of NFAMC equipment at home
NFAMC Workplace Violence Policy
NFAMC Working from Home Agreement
NFAMC Working from Home Checklist
NFAMC workplace violence employees incident report

The repository also includes interesting related recent research documents as well as practice
standards documents from Social Work and Information & Referral.

